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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a hybrid approach to enhanced data 

security using special matrices in conjunction with 

Steganography. The special matrices are used for mapping the 

actual characters to numbers which are actually pointers to the 

location of the characters in the matrices. The generated 

numbers corresponding to each character of the message are 

embedded in the image pixels at the least significant bit 

position prior to transmission. The change of LSB values of 

the image pixels do not distort the image significantly, 

allowing for undetected transmission of any message to its 

intended receiver. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Just as the Industrial Revolution has marked the onset of the 

Industrial age; the onset of the Information age has been 

associated with the Digital Revolution. Data security, in the 

modern world is an inherent part of our lives. It is achieved by 

various techniques such as passwords, cryptography[6], bio-

metrics, Steganography and other such techniques [1]. The 

increasing development of digital information sharing through 

networking has pushed the world towards adopting new 

methods and techniques for protecting and hiding digital data 

through cryptography and Steganography. In cryptography 

[2], secret data are converted into unreadable and obscure data 

by one or more cryptographic keys and its main goal is to hide 

contents of a secret message and not necessarily 

communication itself. Normally encrypted messages usually 

attract hostile attention and are prone to sabotage. To address 

this problem, Steganography can be used in addition to 

cryptography. The main aim is to camouflage the secret 

communication as well as the medium of sending the message 

itself by putting the confidential data in a cover media, 

generally images, so that the very existence of the hidden 

message can’t be detected or even predicted. In this paper we 

propose an algorithm that implements both the concept of 
Steganography and cryptography to obscure and conceal our 

message. The proposed algorithm focuses on encrypting the 

message in a randomly generated character matrix and the key 

so generated is then hidden in an image using pixel LSB 

replacement technique. The resulting image thus produced has 

less distortion and the message is transmitted securely without 

any detection. 

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

2.1 Methodology 
The proposed algorithm employs a matrix pool containing 20 

randomly created keyboard matrices. Each matrix is one 

dimensional and each and every matrix has a unique character 

position. Data is mapped on a randomly selected matrix and 

the position of the characters on the matrix acts as the key. 

Each bit of the key is then embedded on the least significant 

bit positions of the image pixels. Due to changes in the LSB, 

the image does not distort significantly and a high signal to 

noise ratio is obtained resulting in an undetected transmission 

of the message. 

During the encryption process, a random matrix is selected 

from the matrix pool and the matrix number is taken as key 1. 

The length of the plain text gives us key 2 and the characters 

of the plain text is then compared with the characters of the 

selected matrix and when found, their positions are stored as a 

key 3. All the three keys are then converted to their equivalent 

7 bit binary and each bit is then embedded into the LSB of the 

pixel values of the image and the stego image is obtained. 

During the decryption process, the LSB of the first seven 

pixel values of the stego image gives us key 1 which is the 

matrix number which is then selected from the pool. The LSB 

of the next seven pixel values gives us key 2 which is the 

length of the plain text. The next pixel values up to the length 

of the plain text gives us the positions of the characters in the 

matrix, i.e. key 3. The characters are then extracted from the 

chosen matrix and the plain text is obtained. 

2.2 Implementation   
Matrix Pool: 20x1D matrices each containing the same 

characters but in a unique position in every matrix.   
Matrices: The contents of the matrices are as follows 

 

Fig-1: Table 1 Matrix 1 
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Fig-2:Table 2 Matrix 2 

 

Fig-3:Table 3 Matrix 3 

2.3 Block Diagrams 
Block diagrams of our proposed algorithm for encryption and 

decryption are given below. 

 

Fig-4:Encryption block 

 

Fig-5:Decryption Block 

2.4 Results and Analysis 
Encrypting the message: 

Plain text: “Attack at dawn” and the random matrix selected is 

 

Fig-6:Table 4 Matrix 4 

 

After encrypting the message key is automatically generated 

which in this case is 

00100011100010100001000100110010011000011100001100

110100010100000001110010011010100 

00101110000011100011100000101 

2.5 Hiding the Key in the Image 
The key so generated is then embedded in the LSB of the 

pixel values of the image and thus the message is concealed. 

Due to changes in only one bit in the pixel values the image 

does not distort much and the message is safely transmitted. 

 

Fig-7:The original image 

 

Fig-8: The image containing hidden key 

The correlation between the two images results in a 99.98% 

match. And the signal to noise ratio between the two images 

gives a result of 83.2853 %. 

The following two bar graphs show the variation of the pixel 

values in the image for the first 112 pixels which is the length 

of the key. 
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Fig-9: Bar graph showing the first 112 pixel values of the 

stego image. 

 

Fig-10: Bar graph showing the first 112 pixel values of the 

stego image 

Thus it is seen from the graphs that the distortion in the image 

is very negligible resulting in a microscopic chance of 

detection the message. 

3. CONCLUSION 
Cryptography [8] and Steganography [3] are well known and 

widely used techniques that manipulate information in order 

to cipher or hide their existence respectively. Cryptography 

[8] is the study of securing information without hiding the 

means of communication. We cannot achieve cent percent 

security [4][5]. So bi-fold or hybrid systems started emerging. 

The method of obfuscation proposed in this algorithm 

provides three layers of security to the transmission of data. 

The first layer being the random number generator, the second 

being the matrix pool and the third is the LSB based 

Steganographic approach. As every user pair will have a 

unique set of matrix, the chances of detecting the information 

reduces significantly. This feature can be employed reliably 

on systems that require one to one communications. 
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